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A numerical analysisof shipboard and coastalzone color
scannertime seriesof new production within Gulf Stream
cycloniceddiesin the South Atlantic Bight
J. Raymond Pribble, John J. Walsh, and Dwight A. Dieterie
Departmentof Marine Science,Universityof SouthFlorida, St. Petersburg

Frank E. M•ller-Kamer
NASA Headquarters, Washington,D.C.

Abstract. Eddy-inducedupwellingoccursalongthe westernedgeof the Gulf Stream
betweenCape Canaveral,Florida, and Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, in the South
Atlantic Bight (SAB). Coastalzone color scannerimagesof 1-km resolutionspanning
the periodApril 13-21, 1979,were processedto examinetheseeddyfeaturesin relation
to concurrentshipboardand current/temperature
measurements
at mooredarrays. A
quasi-one-dimensional
(z), time-dependent
biologicalmodel,usingonly nitrate as a
nutrient source, has been combined with a three-dimensionalphysical model in an
attemptto replicatethe observedphytoplankton
field at the northwardedgeof an eddy.
The modelis applicableonly to the SAB southof the CharlestonBump, at --•31.5øN,
sinceno feature analogousto the bump existsin the model bathymetry.The modeled
chlorophyll,nitrate,and primaryproductionfieldsof the euphoticzone are very similar
to thoseobtainedfrom the satelliteand shipboarddata at the leadingedgesof the
observededdiessouthof the CharlestonBump. The horizontaland vertical simulated
fluxesof nitrate and chlorophyllshowthat only --•10% of the upwellednitrate is utilized
by the phytoplanktonof the modeledgrid box on the northernedgeof the cyclone,
while -•75% is lost horizontally,with the remainderstill in the euphoticzone after the
10-dayperiod of the model. Loss of chlorophylldue to sinkingis very small in this
strongupwellingregionof the cyclone. The model is relatively insensitiveto variations
in the sinkingparameterizationand the external nitrate and chlorophyllfields but is
very sensitiveto a reductionof the maximum potential growth rate to half that
measured.Given the successof this model in simulatingthe new production of the
selectedupwelling region, other upwelling regionsfor which measurementsor
successfulmodels of physical and biologicalquantitiesand rates exist could be
modeled similarly.
Introduction

The South Atlantic Bight (SAB) extends from Cape
Canaveral, Florida (--•28.5øN), to Cape Hatteras, North
Carolina (35øN). In the southernpart of this region (28.5ø31.5øN), the Gulf Stream's western edge tends to remain
within 15 km of the shelf break [Bane and Brooks, 1979].
Here, eddy-inducedupwellingoccurscloseto the continental shelfbreak [Lee et al., 1985].A topographicalirregularity
at -31.5øN, the Charleston Bump, may force the Gulf
Stream front as much as 100 km offshore, resulting in
enlarged eddy events in the northern part of the SAB
[Legeckis, 1979;Bane and Brooks, 1979].
Cyclonic eddy events in the southern part of the SAB
result in cold, nutrient-rich water being raised from under
the Gulf Stream into the euphotic zone on the western edge
of the stream [Atkinson, 1985]. The eddieshave a temporal
scale of 1-3 weeks [Lee and Mayer, 1977] as they move

1979; Lee et al., 1981; Zantopp et al., 1987] with the Gulf
Stream; this period is long enough that phytoplankton can
utilize some or all of the high levels of upwelled nutrients,
10-15/aM NO 3 at the bottom of the euphotic zone [Lee et
al., 1985; Atkinson, 1985]. Upwelling velocities associated

withtheseeddiesareestimated
at around10-2 cm s-• [Lee
et al., 1985], so that nitrate is continuously pumped into the
euphotic zone, resulting in high primary productivity.
Yoderet al. [1983] determinedan averageprimary productivity for April 22-30, 1979, over the outer shelf of ---2.7 g C

m-2 d-• at 30.5øN.This time spanincludedthe periods
preceding, during, and following the passageof two eddies
[Yoder et al., 1983]. Surface chlorophyll concentrations
were 10-20 times those in surroundingGulf Stream and shelf
waters unimpactedby eddy-inducedupwelling [Yoder et al.,
1981]. An annual outer shelf primary productivity estimate is

---360g C m-2 [Yoder,1985],giventhepresence
of eddies
--•50%
of
the
time
and
•--2
g
C
m-2
d-l
primary
productivity
northward
at 30-50kmd-l [Vukovich
etal., 1979;Legeckis,
Copyright 1994by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 93JC02907.
0148-0227/94/93 JC-02907505.00

within the eddies, a value obtained by averaging 1979 and
1980data.
•
The nitrate upwelled within these eddies results in "new"
production, which is defined as the amount of primary
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Figure 1. Surfacemodeltemperature
(degrees
Celsius)on simulated
modelday 15of thephysicalmodel
overmodeldomain.The asteriskmarksthe centerof thegridcolumnof the biologicalmodel,at -•29.3øN
and--•134.5km offshore.The latitudeof primaryproduction
stationsis markedby an opensquareat 450
km; that of mooredarraysis markedby an opentriangleat 550 km.
productionthat is derivedfrom "new" nitrogen(imported
nitrate). Estimatesof new productionas a fractionof total
productionoverthe areaaffectedby theseeddiesrangefrom
>50% to >70% [Yoder et al., 1983; Lee et al., 1991].
However, since these valueswere obtainedat stationary
locationsas the eddiespassed[Yoderet al., 1983]andfrom
estimatesof nitrateusagewithinthe entireSAB [Lee et al.,
1991],thesevaluesareprobablylowerthanthe newproduction actuallyoccurringwithin the eddies.
The event time scale of the eddiesmay precludethe
development
of highertrophiclevelssufficient
to impactthe
phytoplanktonbiomassand productivity[Atkinsonet al.,
1978;Heinbokel, 1978; Verity, 1985;Deibel, 1982]. Thereforeanf ratio(ratioof newproductionto totalproduction)of
>0.75 would not be unreasonablewithin an eddy, while
early stagesof the eddiesmay havef ratiosapproaching
1,
comparedwith 0.2 for a warm-corering[Frankset al., 1986].

To ascertainthe magnitudeof new productionwithin an
eddy, a quasi-one-dimensional
(z) time-dependentbiological
modelis coupledwith a three-dimensional
(x, y, z) physical
model of the region. The biologicaldomain is initialized and
run with valuesfrom a singlesnapshotof the physicalmodel,
so that the physical flow field used in the model is time

invariant.Thesevaluesaretakenfromday 15of thephysical
model, after the modeledwave developed,at the y coordinate correspondingto -29.3øN (Figure 1). The vertical
columnmodeledis chosento correspondto the poim in the
physicalmodelwhichhasthe strongestupwellingvelocities.
New production is tracked as a function of time within this
column, so that conclusions can be drawn as to the rates of

newproductionandthe resultantchlorophyllfieldpresentat
differentstagesof an eddy within the SAB. To check on the
accuracyof this coupledmodel, data from a cruisein April
1979 [Yoder et al., 1981] and coastal zone color scanner
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(CZCS) satelliteimagesfrom April 13-21, 1979,are used. the same level as in the surrounding waters to provide
Alongwith the satelliteimages,datafrommooredarraysare nutrientsto the euphoticzone over a period of 60 days, with
used to estimatethe speedsand alongshoreextents of the a verticalvelocityof--•l m d-• or --•10-3 cms-• Thelight
,

measured eddies, forming a database of a series of eddies

(see Figure 1 for latitude of mooredarrays in relation to
model domain).

Previously,a biologicalmodelhad been coupledto interpolated velocity and temperature fields within the southern
SAB to study both bottom intrusions and eddy events
[Hofmann, 1988]. The interpolated fields, however, were at
a nominal depth of 37 m, so that the model was two
dimensional(x, y), and the model domainfor the eddy study
was bounded to the north and south by ---31ø and ---29øN,
respectively; the longitudinal boundarieswere -•80.5ø and
---80øW, or approximately a 200 km by 45 km rectangle
[Ishizaka and Holmann, 1988]. This two-dimensionalstudy
resolved the northward movement of eddy events through
the eastern side of the model domain along with the biological propertiesassociatedwith the eddies,allowingestimates
of horizontal nitrate and chlorophyll fluxes through the
model domain [Hofmann, 1988].
The biologicalmodel coupled with the interpolatedflow
fields utilized a multiplicativefunction of light and nutrients
to determine phytoplankton growth and tracked two size
classes of phytoplankton as well as various life stages of
copepods[Hofmann and Ambler, 1988].The combinationof
the biological model and the interpolated velocity and temperature fields reproducedmeasuredpatterns of chlorophyll
reasonably well, though the magnitudes of the modeled
single-levelvaluesand the measureddepth-integratedvalues
differed [Hofmann, 1988]. Extension of this model to three
dimensionswas not feasible owing to the scarcity of current
meter data at other depths [Ishizaka and Hofmann, 1988],
and so the model could not simulate vertical temperature,
chlorophyll, or nitrate profiles for comparison with measured profiles within eddy events [Yoder et al., 1983].
A similar model, utilizing an interpolatedflow field at 17 m

ß

field had no diel variation, and phytoplankton loss terms
were due only to death and grazing, with dead phytoplankton and zooplankton and the unassimilated fraction of ingested phytoplankton returned to the nutrient pool: growth
rates decreasedexponentially with depth in the same manner
as the light field [Franks et al., 1986].
The North Atlantic spring bloom study [Marra and Ho,
1993] used a one-dimensional(vertical) mixed-layer model,
reproducing the increasing stratification observed over a
2-week period to simulatethe observedphytoplankton dis-

tribution over time. Measured daily photosyntheticallyactive radiation (PAR) values were used to calculate hourly
PAR, with nutrient levels within the phytoplankton (cell
quota model) in conjunction with the Michaelis-Menten
formulation for nutrient uptake determining growth in a
multiplicative function model with light [Marra and Ho,
1993].
Methods

Satellite Images

A seriesof CZCS imagesdepictingthe probable evolution
of eddiesthrough the SAB was selectedfor analysis. Images
were initially selectedfor further processingusing a browse
facility, which enabled the user to select images of interest
by examining them on a video display. These selected
images spannedthe period April 13-21, 1979, and showed
the chlorophyll-associatedmanifestationof several cyclonic
eddies. The steps followed to arrive at the final processed
color images are given by MMler-Karger et al. [1989].
The images were navigated so that the array elements
were placed at appropriate longitudes and latitudes. Next,
the chlorophyll channel was extracted, and gray values
(colors) were assigned to pigment concentration values
and calculated from meters located at 17 m and the other
within the arrayed image data. A remapping procedure
meters nearest the 17-m depth, was compared with CZCS realigned the pigment data into a cylindrical equidistant
imagesfor the same model domainfor the springof 1980 projection over the SAB region, and a land mask was
[Ishizaka, 1990a,b]. The modelwas improvedby readjusting included. These processingsteps were done for both 4-km
the horizontal chlorophyll field with information garnered and 1-kin-resolution images of the region. The 1-kmfrom the imagesafter a relationshipwas made between the resolution imagesnot only allowed a much better view of the
chlorophyll field at 17 m and the CZCS image [lshizaka, effect of physical processesacting on the phytoplankton
1990c], which was assumedto sense only the top 10 m assemblagesbut also improved estimationsof areal extent of
[Ishizaka, 1990a]. Like the previously discussedmodel, ocean color and movements associated with the color
however, this model had no vertical dimension and was patches over those obtained from the 4-km-resolution imsubjectto similar constraintswhen comparisonswith mea- ages.
sured data were made.

Other recent models utilizing simple coupled physical/ Physical Model
biologicalmodelsare those of Franks et al. [ 1986]and Marta
and Ho [1993]. The Franks et al. [1986] study sought to

determine the cause of the high phytoplanktonbiomass
observed in Gulf Stream warm-core rings utilizing a twodimensional(vertical and radial) time-dependentbiological
modelincorporatingphytoplankton,nitrogen,and zooplankton. The Marra and Ho [1993] study examined the spring
phytoplankton bloom observed in the North Atlantic with a
one-dimensionaltime-dependentbiological model based on
the biochemical interactions of the Franks et al. [1986]
biological model.
The warm-core ring study [Franks et al., 1986] depended
on the relaxation of the depressedwarm-core pycnoclineto

The circulation model employed is the three-dimensional,
time-dependentprimitive equation model of Bryan [1969].
This model provides a numerical solution to the NavierStokes equationsfor variable bottom topographyand arbitrary coastline.The Boussinesqand hydrostaticapproximationsare employed;the Boussinesqapproximationis usedto
neglectthe spatialvariability in densityexceptin thoseterms
in which it is multiplied by gravity, and the hydrostatic
approximationis used to reduce the vertical componentof
the equation of motion to the hydrostatic relationship
wherein the net pressure force in the vertical exactly balances the force of gravity. A "rigid lid" approximation is
also used, and vertical displacementsof the ocean surface
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computer code for this model is documentedby Cox [1984].
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Luther and Bane [1985] and Melior et al. [1986]. A slope
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is used. This (artificial) boundary is sufficiently removed
from the axis of the Gulf Stream so as to not influence the
solution within the interior of the domain.

Open boundaries occur across the southern and northern
regions of the physical model as well as offshore. At the
southern inflow boundary, the depth-averaged, external
mode flow normal to the boundaryis held fixed in time, and
internal mode velocities are calculated by the Sommerfeld
radiationcondition[Orlanski, 1976]. The tangentialvelocity
componentalong the inflow boundary is set to zero. Along
D = 100 + 95011 + tanh (Ix- 145]/40)].
(1) the outflow boundary a Sommerfeld radiation condition is
used for temperature, stream function, and the normal
This expression defines the shallowest region of the model,
velocity component. For the tangential component, the
at x = 0, to have a depth of ---101 m. Latitudinal dependence
alongshore derivative is set at zero.
of the Coriolis parameter is ignored, and a value appropriate
Variable grid spacing is used in the offshore direction,
for 31øN is used. Density is assumed to be a function of
providinga minimum grid increment of 5 km at the point
temperature alone, i.e.,
where the bathymetricgradientis steepestto approximately
p = po(1 - aT),
(2) 45 km at x = 525 km, the offshoreextent of the physical
model domain. A uniform increment of 5 km is used in the

whereT istemperature
in degrees
Celsius,
a (= 1.15x 10-4 alongshoredirection over a 600-km range. A logarithmically
øC-•) isthethermalexpansivity
of seawater,
andP0= 1.0g increasinggrid spacingis used in the vertical, providing a
cm

-3

spacingof 25 m near the surfaceto approximately425 m at

.

The model Gulf Stream is assumedinitially to be in steady
state and in geostrophic balance with the temperature field,
given by

T= TO- AT[3- 2(•ix/,+ 1)e-•X](ze- 1)e2•z,

(3)

which defines the temperature field at all depths [Luther and
Bane, 1985]. Here To, AT, /5, and e are set at 4øC, 7øC,

3.0 x 10-5 m-• and1.3x 10-3 m-i respectively;
andx0
is equalto x - xf, wherexf = 100km is thepositionof the
Gulf Streamfront relative to the coast,and xo is either zero
or a positive quantity. This expression was derived to
approximate the Gulf Stream with appropriate parameter
choice [Orlanski and Cox, 1973]. An expression for the
alongshore component of the surface velocity, using the
thermal wind relationship, is given as

V = ga(AT/fe)•2xoexp(-•x0)(3/2),

(4)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, and # is the acceleration
due to gravity. As in Luther and Bane [1985], the constants
in (2) and (3) were chosen to approximate the vertical and
horizontal shearsand transport of the Gulf Stream alongthe
southeasternU.S. continental margin. The initial subsurface
flow field is in geostrophicequilibrium with the temperature
field, the alongshorevelocities changingwith the temperature field as the model progresses. The resulting initial
velocity distribution producesa total northward transport of
approximately 52 Sv through the model domain, with maximum velocities within the modeled Gulf Stream of--• 130 cm

the bottom.

Horizontal diffusion is modeled using a standard horizontal Laplacian operator for both velocity and temperature.
The horizontal eddy viscosityand diffusivity are specifiedas
functions of the offshore grid increment, varying from 250

m2 s- • for 5-kmgridspacing
to -• 1045m2 s- • for 45-km
spacing.
A constant10cm2 s-• eddycoefficient
is usedfor
temperature and velocity in the vertical.
Following Melior et al. [1986], perturbations in the flow
were generated by a 25-km offshore displacement of the
temperature field along the southern inflow transect over a
period of 4 days and were followed by a return of the
temperature pattern to its original position over a period of
another 4 days. This 8-day oscillation is repeated for the
duration of the integration.
By day 8 of the integration, a wave has developed on the
shoreward side of the Gulf Stream front with an alongshore
dimension of approximately 125 km and an across-shelf
dimensionof approximately 50 kin. This wave continues to

developandmovenorthward
at a speedof 20-25km d-•
with upwardverticalvelocities
of 2-4 x 10-2 cm s-1 in
advance of the wave and corresponding downward vertical
velocities to the southof the wave trough (see Figure 2). The

20-25 km d-l propagation
speedis muchcloserto that
measured
for theeddiesstudiedin 1979(---35kmd-l [Yoder
et al., 1981])thanfor thosestudiedin 1980(•-47.5km d-•
[Lee et al., 1985]), so that we choseto attempt replication of
the 1979 data.

The area in which the physical model predicts strongest

s-I . Thisis approximately
equivalent
to the velocitymea- upwelling velocities, as in Oey [1988] and Luther and Bane
sured by Richardson et al. [ 1969]at ---100m at 32.4øN, where
the total transport was --•53 Sv.
Solid wall boundariesexist along the coastand againstthe
slope. The shelf, with a minimum depth of 101 m at the
coast, is thus comparable to the shelf break. At these
boundariesa no-slip condition is prescribedfor the velocity

[1985], does not coincide with the areas of lowest temperature given by the physical model but leads the minimum
surface temperature patch (Figure 1; compare with Figure
2). Luther and Bane [1985] showed that a cold dome farms
between an upwelling center to the north and a downwelling
center to the south, and the low-temperature signature is
components, and the condition of a null normal derivative is between these two regions. The cruise measurementsfound
used for temperature. Null vertical derivatives are pre- that the minimum temperature region corresponded to the
scribedfor temperatureas well as velocity at the upper and highest chlorophyll biomass region [Yoder et al., 1981]. It
lower boundaries. To simplify the problem, the flow far should also be noted that the depth formulation does not
offshoreis assumedto be negligible,and a no-slipcondition include a Charleston Bump type feature. Becauseof this, the
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Figure 2. Model domain,southernSAB, with verticalvelocityfield (metersper day) at depthof 102.54
m on simulatedday 15 of the physicalmodel.Latitudesof primary productionstationsand mooredarrays
are marked as in Figure 1.

biologicalmodel is usedonly to the southof the area where
the Charleston Bump may affect the Gulf Stream, at
--•31.5øN.

BiologicalModel
The quasi-one-dimensional
biologicalmodelis assumedto
be located at the horizontal grid point in the simulatededdy
where the modeled upwelling is strongest.In the vertical
domain,z and w are positiveupward, while (x, u) and (y, v)

these initial velocity fields, subsequentdiffusion, and biological processeswithin the simulated water column.
The ecological context of the simulated vertical column,

based on CZCS satellite images and shipboardmeasurements, is taken to be the phytoplankton population at the
leading edge of the trough in the wavelike meander structure
of the flow (see Figure 1) near the region where the warm
filament bends around the cold dome. The modeled vertical

column associated with this region is followed northward,

from the physicalmodel are positive eastwardand northward, respectively.The physicalmodelprovidesthe veloc- with the nitrate and phytoplankton stocks within the column
ity field and the temperaturefield for input to the biological subjectto the horizontal and vertical velocities given by the
model after the waveform develops(see Figures 1 and 2) on physical model (Figures 3 and 4) over a temporal period
day 15 of the physicalmodelat the y coordinatecorresponding to --•29.3øN.These fields are not upgradedin time and
spacesuchthat the biologicalmodel is subjectto the same
velocity field throughoutthe time integration. The initial
temperature-derivednutrient field is acted upon only by

consistent with the observed persistence of an eddy in the
southern region of the SAB. This time period is taken to be
10 days, assumingthat the eddiesform at -28øN; the model
is applicableonly to --•31.5øN;and the propagationspeedof

the eddiesfor 1979was -35 km d -• [Yoderet al., 1983].
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The physicalmodeldoesnot simulate
nitratefields,but Fear,NorthCarolina[LutherandBane, 1985;Richardson
et
al., 1969],at 32.4øN.ThetotalGulfStreamtransport
at this
recreating
theobserved
flowfield[Richardson
et al., 1969]. latitudewas--•53Sv [Richardson
et al., 1969],an increase
of
Given the temperature,nitrate concentrations
in waters --•20Sv overthe transportthroughthe FloridaStraits[Richtemperatureis one of the variablesdeterminedas a meansof

unexposedto biologicalactivitycan be calculatedfrom the
relationshipfoundin upwelledNorth AtlanticCentralWater
on the SAB shelf,

NO3 = 38.21 - 1.67T(øC)

(5)

ardson et al., 1969; Knauss, 1969] at --•25.5øN.Since the

physicalmodelhasno lateralinfluxof water,the southern
boundarymusthave the sametransportas the northern
boundary.

Asa consequence
of the52 Svat thesouthern
boundary

[Atkinson
et al., 1982,1984].
Thisrelationship
wasusedby and of (4), the simulatedtemperaturefield is thus not
Holmann[1988],anda similartemperature-nitrate
relation- representativeof "real world" temperatures.The nitrate-

shipwasusedmorerecently
bySathyendranath
etal. [1991] temperature relationship is therefore modified to
for Georges
Bank.However,thephysical
modelpredicts

NO3 = 28.21 - 1.67T(øC).
(6)
temperatures
in theeuphotic
zoneapproximately
10øClower
thanthoseobserved
(compare
Figures5 and6).
This modification
is usedthroughout
the aphoticwater
The initial temperaturefield was chosento allow the column.
Thisis donesothatinstead
of simplyspecifying
a
velocitystructure
to approximate
thatmeasured
off Cape constantaphoticzonenitrateboundarycondition,the model
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Figure 4. Physicalmodel vertical velocity field (metersper day) at latitude where physical model values
were chosen to run the biological model (--•29.3øN), with the center of the biological model column at
--0134.5km offshoremarked by a vertical line at day 15 of the physical model.

more nearly replicates the upwelling of increasinglycolder
isothermsinto the euphotic zone throughout the eddy lifetime.

micromolesN), respectively. These advective equationsare
solved following the method of Srnolarkiewicz [1983]. The
second terms of the two equations are the diffusive terms,

Nitrate (micromolar) is the nutrient state variable described by

wherekz is the verticaleddydiffusivity;thesetermsinvolve
thefluxformulationfromthephysicalmodel,with kz = 10.0

ON/Ot= -O(wN)/Oz + O/Oz(kzON/Oz)
- lap- H(N).

(7)

Similarly, the chlorophyllfield, in terms of particulatenitrogen (micromolar) is describedby

OP/Ot= -O(wP)/Oz + O/Oz(kzOP/Oz)
+ lap-

O(wsP)/Oz- H(P).

(8)

These two equationsare solved explicitly. The first terms on
the right-hand sides of both (7) and (8) are the advective
terms, where w is the vertical velocity and N and P are the
nitrate and particulate nitrogen concentrations(in terms of

cm: s-1.
The third terms accountfor the growth of phytoplankton,
which servesas a loss in the nitrate equation and an increase
in the particulatenitrogenequation. The growth term (la) in
(7) and (8) is treated separately as a function of both light
(/at) and nitrate (la•). To determine which growth rate is
used, the two rates are compared, and the minimum rate is
selected.

The growth rate is the most sensitive parameter of our
analysis, as it is one of the most sensitive in the Marta and
Ho [1993] study, and we chose a formulation which yields
the largestgrowth rate at each time step to simulate succes-
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Figure 5. Model temperature field offshoreat --•29.3øN,with the center of the biologicalmodel column
at ---134.5km offshoremarked by a vertical line at day 15 of the physicalmodel.

sionof opportunisticspecieswithin the cycloniceddy. This

Themaximum
chlorophyll-specific
carbon
uptakerate(Pro
a)

approachfollows Liebig's [1847] original idea, further articulated by Blackman [1905], that the rate of a biological
processdependsuponthe supplyof a singlelimitingfactorin
contrast to being a multiplicative function of diversefactors

for a cyclonic upwelling event of April 1979 was measured
by Yoderet al. [ 1983];values rangedfrom 15 to 19 mg C mg

chlorophyll
(chl)a -t h -• . HofinannandAmbler[1988]used
a maximum
valueof 15.8mgC mgchla - ] h-] in a biological

[Goldmanand Carpenter, 1974; Walshet al., 1989;Gregg model of SAB eddy upwelling, compared with a temperaand Walsh, 1992].Biologicalprocessesdescribedby Black- ture-dependent [Eppley, 1972] maximum assimilation rate,
man-typekineticsappearto be appropriatefor single-species and concluded that the constant rate reproduced more
assemblages[Rhee and Gotham, 1981a, b; Tilman et al., realistic results. This same value is used and considered
1981]. Since the model's phytoplanktonare not differenticonstantin the presentmodelover a 12-hourlight period.To
ated into speciesgroupings,we assumethat the cyclone's
algal population reflects the measured characteristics of

diatoms[Yoder et al., 1981, 1983; Yoder, 1985;Holmann
and Ambler, 1988].

The light-dependent
growthrate is takenfrom Jassbyand
Platt [ 1976]:

/z/= Pam
tanh[al(z, t)/Pam].

(9)

convertfrom particulatenitrogento carbon, a C/N weightratio
of 5.68 (the Redfield ratio [Redfield et al., 1963])is used.
The initial slope of the photosynthesisversus light rela-

tionship
is a, calculated
by a = Pma/Ik,whereIk is the
half-saturation
lightintensity.The valueusedfor Ik is 1.98E

(einstein)
m-2 h-• [Yoderet al., 1983,1985;Hofmannand
Ambler,1988],givingan a of 8.0 mgC mgchla -] E -] m2
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profilefor April 24, 1980,at 30øN(fromAtkinson[1985]);(d) temperature
profile
for samelatitudeas Figure 6c for April 24-25 (from Atkinson[1985]).

[Yoderet al., 1985].In comparison,North Seapicoplankton water attenuation
of---0.03 m-l suchan averagetotal
hadan averagea of 55.56mgC mgchla-l E-l m-2, with attenuation
of 0.10m-l corresponds
to a meanchlorophyll
associatedmaximumchlorophyll-specific
carbonuptakerate concentration
of 0.67 t•g L -l, assuming
a chlorophyll(ixm)of 6.01mgC mgchla -l h-1 [HowardandJoint,1989]. specific
absorption
coefficient
of 0.03 t•g-l L m-•. The 1%
This yields an lk approximately1 order of magnitudeless
than that measuredfor the phytoplanktonassemblagein

light level from this total attenuation coefficient is then 46.05

SAB cyclonic eddy events.

lentto thischlorophyll
concentration
becomes
30.7mgm-2.

The light field as a functionof depth and time is given by

l(z, t) = 15I
o sin[•r(t- a)/d]e-kz.

m, so that the euphotic zone integratedchlorophyll equivaUse of this constant k would tend to underestimate

the

light-limitedgrowth rate for chlorophyll concentrationsof

(10) lessthan0.67 t•g L -l and overestimate
the light-limited

Platt et al. [1990] determined that the light field is best growth rate for concentrationsgreater than this value. Howrepresentedby the sine function. Values of I0 have been ever, as the integratedeuphoticzone chlorophyllconcentrameasuredfor April in the SAB; they range between 2.2 and tionfor the modelperiodis below30 mgm-2 for thefirst5
4.4 E m-2 h-l [HofmannandAmbler,1988].A valueof 4.0 days and above this for the last 5 days, the use of a constant
E m-2 h-l isusedhere,asbyHofmann
andAmbler[1988], attenuationcoefficientinstead of a chlorophyll-dependent
and is multipliedby/i = 0.5 to compensatefor the use of a attenuationcoefficient[Walsh et al., 1988, 1989] contributes
constant attenuation coefficient throughout the duration of to the simplicity of this model. This is similar to the model of
the model. The time of sunriseis given as a, taken in this
model to be 0600 LT, and t is the time of day. The
photoperiodlength d is taken to be a constant 12 hours, and
l(z,

t) is set to zero for the next 12 hours to simulate

darkness. An average attenuation coefficient k was also

determined
for eddyupwellings
to be0.10m-l [Yoderet al.,
1983; Hofmann and Ambler, 1988), and z is the depth in
meters.

With a backgrounddissolvedorganic carbon attenuation

Franks et al. [1986], in which the use of the constant

attenuationcoefficient(0.08 m-l) had little effect on the
model results.

The nutrient-dependent growth rate is calculated from

I• n = vmN/(k s + N),

(11)

the Michaelis-Mentenformulationof nutrientuptake, where
N is the nitrate concentration.The maximumnitrogen-and
carbon-specific
uptake rate Vm is given by the product of

of---0.05m-1 in theGulfStream[Walshet al., 1992]anda Pm
•, themaximum
chlorophyll-specific
carbonuptakerate,
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andthe chlorophyll
to carbonratio(by weight)Vm =Pm•
(chl/C). The chlorophyll to carbon ratio of the phytoplankton
assemblagefound in an eddy upwelling is 0.025 mg chl mg

C-1 [Holmann
andAmbler,1988],givinga vmof 0.395h-1
or 4.74d-1 for a 12-hourdaycompared
to 2.0 d-1 usedby
theFrankset al. [1986]studyand1.0d-1 usedbyMarraand
Ho [1993]. A biological model of the Gulf of Mexico [Walsh

IN CYCLONIC

EDDY

prevented by horizontal exchange. The last terms of (7) and
(8), -HN
and -HP,
respectively, represent horizontal
advective-loss

terms. The true form of the horizontal

advec-

tive term,

O[N, P]/Ot = -Ou[N, P]/Ox- Ov[N, P]/Oy,

(13)

cannot be determined in a one-dimensionalnumerical model,

etal., 1989]hada Vmof0.12h-• overa 24-hour
day,or0.24 as IN, P][i.j]_l are not known.The valuesfor (u, v) from
h-1 overa 12-hourday,at 25øC.Thisrateis61%ofthevalue
used in our model, with the lower rate resulting from lower
intrinsic growth rates of oceanic picoplankton.
The biological model initializes the nutrient and chlorophyll fields at 0600 LT on day 1, so that each day of the
model begins and ends at sunrise. Initial nitrate concentrations are set by the temperature relationship given by (6)
except for the euphotic zone nitrate levels, which are set to
0.1 tam N, a value consistent with measured values in the
absence of an eddy [Yoder et al., 1983]. Likewise, initial
euphotic zone chlorophyll concentrationsare set at 0.1 tag

the physical model are known, however, and can be used to
calculatethis term. Expandingthe terms in (13) gives

O[N, P]/Ot = -uO[N, P]/Ox- IN, P]Ou/Ox
- vO[N, P]/Oy - IN, P]Ov/Oy.

(14)

The secondand fourth terms, -[N, P](Ou/Ox + Ov/Oy),can
be calculatedfrom the vertical nitrate and chlorophyllfields
and the continuity equation,
Ow/Oz= -(Ou/Ox + Ov/Oy).

chl L -1 comparable
to Gulf Streamlevels[Yoderet al.,

(15)

1981], and to zero within the aphotic zone; these values are

The first and third terms of (14) can be estimated from

chosen as conservative
initialization
data so as to exert
minimal influence on the model results.

chlorophylland nitrate gradientsacrossan eddy, wherem i
andP i representthe nitrate and chlorophyllvaluesinsidethe
modeled vertical box, and No and Po represent different
valuesof the variablesoutsidethe eddy in the different cases

Most of the biological parameters are set by measurements taken from eddy upwelling regions [Yoder et al., 1981,
1983; Holmann and Ambler, 1988]. The half-saturation con-

stant ks for nitrate uptake was taken to be 0.0 tam by
Holmann and Ambler [1988]; this value is replaced in our
modelby a more realisticks of 1.5 tam [Walsh, 1988],similar

examined. The advective loss term H can then be written as

H(N, P) = -[N, P]Ow/Oz+ u[N i - N o, Pi- Po]/Ax
+ v[Ni-

to the value measured for summer intrusions within the SAB

[Holmann and Ambler, 1988] and more representative of
balanced growth. It is likely that similar phytoplankton
assemblagesrepresent the colonizing populationsof both the
cyclonic eddies and the summer intrusions [Yoder, 1985],
and thus the phytoplankton assemblagesshouldhave similar
physiologicalproperties. This value is comparedto valuesof
0.1 and 0.2 tam used for oceanic phytoplankton in the
studies of Franks et al. [1986] and Marra and Ho [1993],
respectively.
The fourth term of (8) representsthe phytoplankton loss
due to sinking. The sinking rate Ws (in meters per day) is
given by the expression

Ws= A[chl]2,

(12)

No, Pi- Po]/AYß

(16)

In a quasi-one-dimensionalmodel, however, only those
horizontal

fluxes out of the vertical

box can be accounted

for. This leads to certain modifications of (14) depending
upon the direction of the horizontal fluxes. Ascertaining
horizontal fluxes into the box requires some knowledge of
the external chlorophyll and nitrate fields. The CZCS images
processed for this study (1) are not coincident with the
complete temporal and spatial range of the model and (2)
could be used only to estimate the chlorophyll field within
the first optical depth; these images are thus not used to
derive boundary conditions. Accordingly, the horizontal
fluxes into the box, because of the last two terms of (16), are
set to zero at water column depths within the euphotic zone.
However, upon examination of Figure 4, it is seenthat the

so that the sinking rate is a function of the square of the vertical velocities increase between the bottom at the 800-m
chlorophyll concentration, in micrograms chlorophyll per isobath and the 300-m-depth level over this isobath. For a
liter. The parameterrelatingthe concentrationto the sinking quasi-one-dimensionalmodel, this implies somelateral input
velocityA hasunitsof L 2 (tagchl)-2 m d-1, sothatwhen of water mass above the --•800-m-depthlevel to account for
,• - 1, the sinkingrate for a chlorophyll concentrationof 10 the increasedvertical velocities between the two depths. In
tagchlL-1 is 100m d-1. Thissimulates
highersinking
rates the biological model this input is provided for by allowing
at chlorophyll concentrations at which aggregation may water and its associatednitrate signatureto be horizontally
occur [Alldredge and Gotschalk, 1989; Riebesell, 1991]. transported into the box below the euphotic zone. The
Yoder [1985] describedthe phytoplanktonassemblageof an nitrate signal of this inflowing water mass is assumedto be
eddy as being dominated by diatoms, some of which form equal to the nitrate concentration in the corresponding
aggregatesof -• 1-mm diameter. The effects of various values vertical box of our quasi-one-dimensionalmodel, with the
of A on the results of the model will be shown later.
rate of the influx determined by the divergence of the vertical
In the absence of horizontal advection within a strictly flow field. In practice, this leads to a nitrate source from
one-dimensionalmodel, any nonuniformvertical movement outside the modeled water column below the 298-m-depth
of water will result in a massbuildup within a grid box. Even level and results only in an augmentation of the integrated
if vertical advectionis uniformthroughoutthe interiorof the water column nitrate over the elapsed time of the model,
watercolumn,the top andbottomboxeswill be either most of which is unused by the simulated phytoplankton, as
emptied or overfilled with mass unless there is no vertical will be shown later.
velocity. In the real world, thesepossibilitiesare eventually
The grid box of the biological model is located above the
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Figure 7. (left) Vertical grid structurefor physical model over 805.5-m isobath; (right) vertical grid
structurefor euphotic zone of biologicalmodel, with dotted lines showingthe relative locationsof the

bottomdepthsof thefirstandsecond
modelboxesof thephysicalmodel.
805.5-m isobath of the physical model, where the upwelling
field is strongest (see Figure 4). This is in contrast to
observationswhich suggestthat eddy upwellings are centered on the ---200-misobath [Yoder et al., 1981], though the
model's

horizontal

distance

between

the 200- and 800-m

isobathsis only --•47km. At the 800-m isobathof the physical
model, there are 19 vertical grid boxes (Figure 7), with an
associated 19 temperature (nitrate) values and 20 vertical
velocities (the vertical velocities are offset from the temperature valuesby ---1/2 grid box). The temperaturevalues were
used for initializing the nitrate field only below the euphotic
zone, which comprised most of the top two boxes of the
physical model.
For the purposeof better resolvingthe euphotic zone, this
region is subdivided into 10 grid boxes, the top nine having
depths correspondingto 10% increments of incident PAR.
The tenth box has its bottom at the 1% light depth (see
Figure 7), which is --•46 m, using an extinction coefficient of

data consist of continuous measurementsmade from April
20 to 22, 1979, over a latitudinal range of 28ø---•3IøN (Figure
8a) as well as temperature and biological measurements at
--•30.5øN over the shelf break from April 22 to 30, 1979
(Figures8b to 8d). These data are comparedto the model.
Satellite. The first image of April 13, 1979 (Plate 1),
provides color data from --•26.5ø to --•31øN. Within this
region there was one large pigment patch adjacent to the
Gulf Stream and separated for most of its length from the

coastal
stocks
byrelatively
lowchlorophyll
(0.2-0.5ggL -l)
water. In this analysis we assume that the CZCS color data
for the center of the upwelled water are not contaminated by
phaeopigments and/or colored dissolved organic carbon
[Walsh et al., 1992]. This eddy event will be referred to as
eddy 1. The high-chlorophyllpatch was centered at --•29.5øN
and was -•150 km long (north-south) and --•11 km wide
(east-west).

As in other descriptionsof such cyclonic eddies [ Yoder et

0.10 m-•. Cubicsplinesof the velocityand temperature al., 1981; Pietrafesa et al., 1985; Lee et al., 1985], there were
fields of the physical model interpolated values of these
fields for the vertical grid of the biological model.
This grid system demands, by the Von Neumann stability
condition for the vertical diffusion, a time step of --•9 min.
The Courant-Freidricks-Lewy stability condition for advective motion gives a time step requirement of approximately
37 min, so the Von Neumann condition is satisfied with a

time step of 6 min. This time step easily satisfies the
requirements imposed by the horizontal considerations,
where the grid point separation distance of the physical

modelis --•6km, horizontaldiffusivityis --•2.5x 106 cm2
s-• and horizontal velocities are --•25cm s -•
,

Verification

Data

The CZCS images span April 13-21, 1979, and show the
color manifestation of several cyclonic eddies. Shipboard

filamentsof low-chlorophyll Gulf Stream water on the shoreward side of the eddy. The southernportions of eddy 1 were
obscuredby clouds, but the eddy may have been continuous
with the coastal chlorophyll field at --•28.5øN. The northern
tip of the eddy was at 30.3øN. Apparent chlorophyll values

withineddy1onApril 13rangedfrom<0.5 to >2.0/xgL -•
yieldinga meanof 0.7 gg chl L -•. Near-surface
pigment
values in the northern part of this eddy, where the Gulf

Streamloopedaround,were --•0.5/xgL-I; this regionis
considered to coincide with the modeled grid box of strongest upwelling.
Eddy I was next seen on April 17, 1979 (Plate 2). Assum-

inga northwardmovementof-35 km d -• for suchan eddy
[Yoder et al., 1983], the center of eddy I should have been at
--•31øN by this date. The eddy was, in fact, centered at
---31.5øN, with ---100-km length and ---35-km width, about
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8b, 8c, and 8d reprinted from Continental Shelf Research, volume 1, J. A. Yoder, L. P. Atkinson, S.S.
Bishop,E. E. Hofmann, and T. N. Lee. Effect of upwellingon phytoplanktonproductivityof the outer
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Plate 1. CZCS image for April 13, 1979, depicting eddy 1 over the shelf break off Florida. The main body
of the eddy is between 29ø and 30øN, just west of the 80øW parallel.

twice the area of eddy 1 when it was at 29.5øN 4 days earlier.
Some remnants of the low-chlorophyll Gulf Stream filaments
were

still evident

on the shoreward

side and the southern

end of the eddy. The eddy was much more ellipsoidal,
however, on April 17 than on April 13.
Eddy 1 on April 17 contained satellite-sensed chlorophyll

were-0.75-1.50/xgL -1 andwill be compared
to themodel
results

later.

The April 17 image (Plate 2) also shows another eddy
(eddy 2), at approximately 33øN, which had moved -50 km
to the northeast over the previous 2-day period. Eddy 2
seemed more diffuse on April 17 than on April 15 (not
shown), though it was unchanged in size by April 17.
Satellite-sensed chlorophyll concentrations average only 0.5

valuesfrom-0.5 to >5.4 txgL -1 with -50% of the eddy
chlorophyll
fieldbeing>2.0 txgL -l anda meansatellitesensedchlorophyll
concentration
of 1.8 /xgL -l over the txgL -1 in this secondeddy; the eddy was completely
eddy. The eddy was then located just south of the Gulf
Stream offshore deflection caused by the Charleston Bump.
This topographical feature tends to push the Gulf Stream
offshore north of-32øN
[Singer et al., 1983]: note the

eastwarddisplacement
of the 0.75-1.50/xgL -] isoplethof
chlorophyll between 32.0ø and 32.5øN. The near-surface
chlorophyll values in the northern part of eddy 1 on April 17

enclosed by lower-chlorophyll water.
Ship and moored array. From the current meter on the
75-m isobath at -31.5øN, eddy 1 probably passed through
this area beginning on April 15, 1979 [ Yoder et al., 1983]. The
meter showed the passage of two large eddies over the
period April 15-27, the second large eddy being past the
mooring at the end of this period [Yoder et al., 1983].
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Plate 2. CZCS imagefor April 17, 1979,depictingeddy 1 over the shelfbreak off Georgia,between31ø
and 32øN and 79ø and 80øW,and eddy 2 north of the CharlestonBump at ---33øNbetween 77ø and 78øW.

Yoder et al. [1981] sampled the area from 28ø to ---31øN
between April 20 and 22 after receiving satellite information
suggestingan eddy at ---29øN on April 19 (see Figure 8a).
This cruise showed the presence of a large eddy within the
study area as well as what seemsto be a smaller, newer eddy
between 28ø and 29øN [Yoder et al., 1981]. We will call these
eddies 3 and 4, respectively.
Eddy 3 was sampled during April 20-22, 1979, and the
thermal front at the northern end of this eddy was determined by satellite for April 20 [Yoder et al., 1981]. The area

front, and so eddy 3 providesfew data for comparisonwith
our model. The northernmost measured surface chlorophyll
values extend northward out of the sampled area, and only

in which

eddy 3 may reach northwardcloseto the area of comparison
with the model [Yoder et al., 1983], near where the thermal
frontwrapsaroundthe colddomeat ---31.5øN,thisregionbeing
---10days old on April 22, given the location of the thermal
front on April 20 (see Figure 8a, surfacetemperature,dotted
line). Model results over this time period will be shown.

the northernmost

extension

of this thermal

front

was located on April 20, at ---31øN, was not sampled until
late in the cruise, so that the northern region of the thermal
front

at the time

of the northernmost

measurements

was

approximately 2 days farther north. No biological measurements were taken near this northern region of the thermal

some estimate based on the measured values may be compared with our model results.

Satellite images show these eddies present south of 28øN
[Atkinson and Menzel, 1985], so that if we assume that the
frontal disturbancesoriginate at •--28øNand the northward

displacement
is ---35km d-1 [Yoderet al., 1983],someidea
of theageof theeddyresults.
The 1 /xgchlL -1 isopleth
of
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Biological Parameters

Measured and Calculated
Parameter
Attenuation

coefficient

Symbol

Measured

k

Initial slope of P versus I
curve

Maximum

assimilation

rate

Maximum

incident PAR*

or Calculated

Source

Value

-1

Yoder et al. [1983]

8.0
m•g
_C•
mgchla-1(Einstein
m-,)

Hofmann and Ambler [1988]

15.8mgC mgchla - • h- •

Yoder et al. [1983] Holmann and
Ambler [ 1988]
Yoder et al. [1983], Holmann and
Ambler [ 1988]
Redfield et al. [1963]
H_ofmannand Ambler [1988]

l0

4.0 Einstein m -2 h -1

Ratio C/N (by weight)
Ratio C/chl (by weight)
Maximum uptake rate
External chlorophyll field

C/N
C/chl

5.68
40

Vm
[chl]0

0.395 h- 1

Pm
• x chl/C

0.1 /zgL - 1 in euphotic
zone

Bishop et al. [1980], Yoder et al.

External

[NO3]0

0.1 /zM in euphotic zone; model
values below (ON/[Ox, 0y]) = 0

Initial model chlorophyll

[chl]i

0.1 /zgchlL-1 in euphotic
zone;

field
Initial model nitrate field

[NO31i

NO 3 uptakehalf-saturation

ks

0.1 /zM in euphotic zone; model
values below (ON/[Ox, Oy]) = 0
1.5/zM NO 3

A

1 L 2 m/zgch1-2d-1

[1981]
nitrate

field

0 below

constant

Sinking coefficient

*PAR, photosyntheticallyactive radiation.
The chlorophyll manifestationof eddy 4 can be seen in its
early phases off Cape Canaveral, Florida, from the April
20--22, 1979, cruise (see Figure 8a, chlorophyll measurements). Eddy 4 seems to have its northernmost extent at
---29øNon April 20, so that it may be ---2-3 days old when
sampledearly in the April 20--22, cruise, with a chlorophyll
surface manifestationmeasuredfrom the ship of---0.3

L -1 in thenorthernregion[Yoderet al., 1981].
Measurementstaken at 30.5øN on April 22-30, 1979, were
interrupted by a storm on April 25 and 26 [Yoder et al.,
1983]. Upon resumption of measurements,an eddy correspondingin estimatedage and location to eddy 4 was within
the study area. Assuming the aforementioned northward

mann and Ambler, 1988]. Other parameters, however, such
as the coefficientfor the sinking formulation A, the parameterization of the horizontal loss terms, and the half-

saturationcoefficientfor the nutrient uptake formulation,
must be chosen so that the values provide the model with
realistic rate processes.
The sinking rate parameterization is initially chosen so

thata chlorophyll
concentration
of 1/zgchlL-1 resultsin a
sinking
velocityof 1md- l, sothatA= 1L 2/xgch1-2m d- 1.
The horizontal loss terms depend upon the values of phyto-

plankton and nitrate concentrationsoutside the eddy, P o
and No. These values are initially set to the same values

used to initialize the chlorophylland nitrate fields Of our

velocityfieldof---35kmd-1, eddy4 wouldbe ---7-8daysold model, with the external nitrate field below the euphotic
when it reached this latitude on about April 25-26.
The first measurements of eddy event 4 taken at the

zone set equivalent to the internal nitrate concentrations
throughout the model duration. The Michaelis-Menten half-

productionstationsat 30.5øN (see Figure 1 for latitude of

saturationconstant,as mentionedpreviously,is set at i.5
/zM NO3, representativeof coastal diatoms. All other pa-

stationsin relation to model domain) were on April 27, 1979
[Yoder et al., 1983]. These data show inclined isotherms at
the 75-m isobath, with the 18øCisotherm at ---30 m and the
nitrate profile showing the nutricline beginning at ---15 m
over the 49-m isobath (see Figures 8c and 8d). The chlorophyll profile showsa relatively uniform distributionthrough-

outtheeuphotic
zoneof -• 1/zgL-1 forApril27(seeFigure
8c).Integrated
chla is ---2x 10-2 g m-2 overthe49-mwater

rameters

are as measured

and calculated

from

measured

values. The model run using these parameter values is case
1 (Table 1). Other parameter values are changed in subsequent model runs to check the response of the model to
parameter variation (Table 2).
Case 1

Two factors controlling the realized growth of phytoplankton are light and nutrient supply. The hourly light field is
ordersof magnitude
greater,at ---2.1g m-2, withprimary
production
of---1.1 g C m-2 d-1 (seeFigure8b). These invariant from day to day, but the nutrient field changes
appreciablyas nitrate is upwelled into the euphoticzone. By
values, though not necessarilyobtained at the leading edge
taking the minimum of the potentialgrowth rates at each space
of the eddy, are obtained sufficiently close to this leading
and time point, the realized growth rate, given the chlorophyll
edge to be used in checkingthe model output for days 7 and
field,
yieldsa primary productivity,givenin milligramschl or C
8.
per cubicmeterper day. This incrementof chlorophyllbiomass
is subjectto sinkingand horizontal losses.

column, and the level of nitrate-nitrogenis approximately 2

Results

Most of the parameters needed as input for the biological
model have been measured [Yoder et al., 1981, 1983; Hof-

Starting
fromaninitialchlorophyll
fieldof 0.1 /zgchlL -1
throughout the euphotic zone, for example, the first simu-

lateddaygivesa netchlorophyll
maximum
of 0.1 /zgL -1
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Primary

(per6-mintimestep)is -10 -3 of thechlorophyll
andnitrate

Production,
Case

2
3a

d-!

Value

Pm
a
A

3b
4a
4b

concentrations present.
The euphotic zone integrated chlorophyll and nitrate values for the full 10 days of the model are shown in Figure 11.
It is easily seen that the chlorophyll field has no discernible
diurnal effect on the nitrate field until after 2 full days, and
integratednitrate valuescontinue to increasethroughoutthe
modelperiod. The euphoticzone integratedprimary productivity is shown in Figure 12 for the 10-day period. This will
be compared to measurementslater.
The potential and realized growth rates as fractions of the
maximumpossiblegrowth rate for the full 10-dayperiod are
shown in Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16. The maximum realized
growth rate is 0.4 times the maximum possiblegrowth rate
and occurs on day 6 at a depth of-•6 m at 0954 LT. The

gCm -2

1

7.9
ml•
Cmgchl
-! h-!
2.0 L m tagch1-2d-1

A

0.5 L2 m tagch1-2d-!

[chl]o, [NO3]o Twice that of case l
[chl]o, [NO3]0 Half that of case I

EDDY

horizontal gradient in chlorophyll and nitrate, leads to a loss
of both chlorophyll and nitrate in the quasi-x and-y directions. The horizontal loss for both chlorophyll and nitrate

Primary Production

Varied
Parameter

IN CYCLONIC

0.8741
0.0882
0.8297
0.8898
0.9986
0.7720

centered around 14 m at 1718 LT (Figure 9). The 0.1 tag chl

L -l isoplethis between20 and 30 m throughout
the day,

indicating that the upwelling field quickly raises the initial average realized growth rate over the 10 24-hour periods,
chlorophyll stock toward the surface, causingthe subsurface however, is only 0.03 times the maximum growth rate (0.07
chlorophyll maximum.
Pm
a for thedaylight
periods
only);nutrientlimitation
results
By day 3 of the model (not shown), the chlorophyll in anaverage
euphotic
zonepotential
growthrateof0.7Pm
a,
maximum
of 0.5tagL -! isinthetopboxof themodel,above while light limitation gives an averageeuphoticzone poten-

1.05m, at 1730LT, and the 0.1 tagchl L -! isoplethis tialgrowth
rateofonly0.05Pm
a (0.10Pm
• forthelightperiods).
between 23 and 29 m. Day 4 likewise has its chlorophyll

Of specialnoteis the fact that the light-limitedpotentialgrowth

maximum
in thetopmodelbox:0.9 tagL -l at 1718LT. The rate never reaches0.8 times the maximum growth rate. The
0.1 tagchl L -l isoplethis between27 and31 m for day4. growth-irradiancecharacteristicsof this phytoplanktonassemFrom day 5 onward, the chlorophyll maximum occurs progressivelydeeper and earlier; it is at 10.6 m by day 10 at 1618

LT (Figure10).The0.1 tagchlL-l isopleth
becomes
deeper

theattenuation
coefficient,
0.10m-I, sothatthemodellight

as well, reaching below 45 m by day 10.
The chlorophyll field is not solely a function of the primary
production field, of course. The upwelling both provides
nitrate to the euphotic zone and results in a horizontal
divergence of flow. This divergence, together with the

_

'

'

I

'

'

I

blage show it to be capableof utilizing light levels higherthan
those which occur in the model. It should be recalled, however, that the light field is dependenton the constantvalue of

field comparedto the real world is underestimatedfor chloro-

phyllconcentrations
of lessthan-•0.7tagchlL -l andoverestimated for higher concentrations[Walsh, 1988].
Table 3 shows the 10-day fluxes of chlorophyll and
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Figure10. Chlorophyll
concentrations
(micrograms
per liter)overthe euphoticzonefor day 10of case1.
nitrate into and out of the euphotic and aphotic zones
in both the horizontaland vertical directions.By using
these data to calculatethe chlorophyllutilizationof upwelled NO3, it is foundthat only 9.1% of the NO3 that
entersthe euphoticzone is convertedto particulatenitrogen.
Another 75.3% is lost horizontally, with the remaining

Case

1

Eu

hotic

zone

int

rated

15.6%left behindin the euphoticzone at the end of the 10-day

modelrun.A totalof 1538.9mgNO3-Nm-2 is usedover
the 10-day period, resulting in 8741 mg C m-2, or

0.9gC m-2 d-1, fixedbythephytoplankton.
Ofthis,only1.27
mgchl(50.8mgC), or 0.6% of the newproduction,sinksbelow
theeuphoticzone(•-46 m) overthe 10-dayperiodof the model.
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Figure 11. Euphotic zone integratedchlorophyll(milligramsper square meter; solid curve) and
integratednitrate-nitrogen
(milligramsper squaremeter;dottedcurve)over 10daysof case1, calculated
at each time step.
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Figure 12.

Euphotic zone integratedprimary productivity(gramsC per squaremeter per day) for 10
days of case 1, calculatedat each time step.

Case2 (Pm
• = 1/2Pm
• (Case1))
By reducing the maximum growth rate to half of that in
case 1, the maximum realized growth rate for case 2 is 0.3 of

growth rate of case 1. In comparison,using the potential
growthratesfrom light and nitrate of case 1, averagerealized
growth rate as a multiplicativefunction of nutrient and light

is0.02ofcase1Pm
•, or0.50ofcase1average
realized
case1Pm
•, thatis, 0.6of thecase1realizedmaximum.
The limitation
average realized growth rate drops to 0.02 of the potential

growthrate. Thus case2 can serveto provide someidea of the

maximum
rate(Pro
•) of case1,or0.60oftheaverage
realized effect of a multiplicativegrowth rate within the model.
Case
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limited (dotted curve).
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Figure 14. Realized
growth
asfraction
ofPm
• fordays1-5ofcase1,determined
bytheminimum
ateach
point of the two potential rates in Figure 13.

The realized growth rate as a percentageof the case 2 maximum
for day 1 of case2 is 0.12/xgchlL -l , compared
maximum potential growth rate is the same as in case 1 to a similaramountof 0.13 /xgchl L -I from case1 (see
(Figures 14 and 16). However, the impacton the chlorophyll Figure9). By day 2 (not shown),the chlorophyllmaximumis
field of the reducedmaximumpotentialgrowth rate becomes at the surface, and it remains there for the duration of the
apparent after a few days. Figure 17 shows the chlorophyll model. The chlorophyll maximum for day 10 of case 2 is
field for day 1; compare this to Figure 9. The chlorophyll instead
0.5/xgchlL -I (Figure18),compared
with3.5/xgchl
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Figure15. Potential
growthasfractionof Pm
• for days6-10of case1' lightlimited(solidcurve)and
nitrate limited (dotted curve).
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growth
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point of the two potential rates in Figure 15.

L -• forcase1(seeFigure10);thisissimilarto thedecrease creasesbut recoversduringday 3 and continuesto increase,
from--•2.5to --•0.5/zgchlL -• foundbyMarraandHo [1993] with diurnalfluctuations,
throughout
the periodof the model.
when the maximumgrowth rate is decreasedby half.
The depth-integratedchlorophyllof the euphoticzone is
shownin Figure 19. The integratedchlorophyllinitiallyde-

Comparison
to Figure11showsthattheintegrated
chlorophyll
valuesare muchsmallerin case2 thanin case1, beingalmost
an order of magnitudesmallerby the end of the modelrun.

Table 3. ChlorophyllandNO3-N Concentrations
and FluxesOver 10 Days
for All Cases

EuphoticZone

Chl

Aphotic Zone

NO3-N

Chl

Initial Concentration,mg rn
4.605171

64.47238

Final Concentrationmgm
1
2
3a
3b
4a
4b

50.72236
5.258351
47.32568
51.74186
56.97577
46.69167

Net Hor•ontal Change, mgm

-171.1427

-12,752.1

2
3a
3b
4a
4b

-21.13812
-163.1384
-174.2224
-195.5340
-149.9591

-13,821.1
-12,805.8
-12,732.1
-12,524.1
-12,929.8

1
2
3a
3b
4a
4b

-1.266810
-0.260105
-1.584272
-1.093577
-1.751658
-0.961487

Vertical Exchange, mgm
+ 16,932.17
+ 16,931.14
+16,932.14
+16,932.19
+16,931.46
+ 16,932.45

0.0

122,737.2

0.43846
0.03169
0.60122
0.34740
0.61075
0.33977

158,849.7
158,850.3
158,849.8
158,849.7
158,849.9
158,849.7

-2

2705.657
3019.276
2729.958
2697.998
2713.683
2707.887

1

NO3-N

-2

-2

-0.82835
-0.22841
-0.98305
-0.74618
-1.14090
-0.62171

+53,044.7
+53,044.2
+53,044.7
+53,044.7
+53,044.2
+53,044.9

+ 1.266810
+0.260105
+1.584272
+ 1.093577
+1.751658
+0.961487

-16,932.2
-16,931.1
-16,932.1
- 16,932.2
-16,931.5
-16,932.5

-2
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ß

Figure
19
also
shows
the
depth-integrated
nitrate
for
the
euphotic
zone.
After
day
3,the
integrated
nitrate
level
steadily
through
the
10
days
of
the
model,
reaching
a
increases
linearly,
and
there
isno
discernable
diurnal
signal
maximum
of
0.2
g
C
m
-2
d-l.
This
is
only
7.8%
of
the
such
as
exists
for
case
1(see
Figure
11).
Integrated
primary
maximum
from
case
I (see
Figure
12)
of2.7
gCm
productivity
of
the
euphotic
zone
(Figure
20)
increases
The
average
integrated
primary
production
for
case
2is1.
0.0½
gCm-2d-•,
compared
to0.87
gCm-2d-lfor
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Figure 19. Euphotic zone integratedchlorophyll(milligramsper square meter; solid curve) and

integrated
nitrate-nitrog•en
(milligrams
persquare
meter;dottedcurve)over10daysof case2, where
Pm
• = 1/2 x (case1 Pfn),calculated
at eachtimestep.

Fluxes of nitrate and chlorophyll for case 2 are shown in
Table 3. About 0.9% of the nitrate importedinto the euphotic
zone is converted into particulate nitrogen, 81.6% is lost
horizontally, and 17.5% remainsin the euphoticzone at the

end of the model run. The vertical sinking loss of algal
biomass over the 10 days of the model is 1.2% of the
chlorophyllsynthesized,while horizontal lossesaccountfor
95.9%, with the remaining 2.9% left in the euphotic zone.
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Figure20. Euphoticzoneintegrated
primaryproductivity
(gramsC per squaremeterper day)for 10

daysof case2, wherePm
• = 1/2 x (caseI Pm•),calculated
at eachtimestep.
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To examinethe effectsof the sinkingparameterization,the
coefficientof sinking A is doubled (case 3a) and halved (case
3b). These changes have little effect on the potential and
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Variation in these boundary conditions yields expected
changesin horizontal fluxes (see Table 3). The differencesin
nitrate

fluxes

between

case 1 and cases 4a and 4b are not

very large. However, the horizontal chlorophyll fluxes in the
euphotic zone vary by --•14% to either side of the case 1 flux.
realizedgrowthratesaspercentages
ofPm
• shownforcase1 Since the depth-integrated chlorophyll stocks and carbon
(see Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16). A small but significant
fixation of cases 1, 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b are similar to each
differencein the chlorophyllfield results, with the maximum
other but tenfold those of case 2, we compare the case 1
chlorophyllconcentrationfor day 10 of case 3a (2.9/xg chl results with the various data sets.

L -1) being84.1%of the case1 maximum
(3.5 /xgchl L -l

(see Figure 10)) for the same day. Interestingly, the depth of Validation
the maximum during day 10 is the samefor case 3a and case
Satellite. From the satellite imagery, eddy 1 on April 13
1, that is, 9.16-12.04 m.
has a northward extension to --•30.3øN(see Plate 1), which is
As shouldbe expected,case3b, with its decreasedsinking
the region our model attemptsto simulate. Pigment values of
coefficient, results in a higher maximum chlorophyll value

thandoescase1, thatis, 3.8/xgchlL -l onday10,or 111%
of the case 1 value. The case 3b maximum occurs at a depth
of 6.93-9.16 m. The difference in sinking rates leads to only
slightlydifferentvaluesof depth-integratedchlorophyll, with

case3a resulting
in a maximum
valueof 67.7mgm-2 and
case3b yielding74.1mgm-2. Similareffectsoccurin the
simulated primary productivity of these runs. Maximum

the imageare --•0.8-1.5/xgL -1 here. Usinga northward
propagation
speedof 35 km d-l from28øNto determine
the
age of the observed eddy, the eddy might be --•6-7 days old.
To compare our model with the satellite data, we used the
method describedby Gordon and Clark [1980] to determine
the "satellite-sensed" output of our model. During day 6 of
the model, the chlorophyll concentration at noon, comparable to pigment concentrationssensedby satellite, is 1.38

primaryproductivity
for case3ais 2.6 g C m-2 d-l com- chlL-l. Day7 of themodelhasa noonsatellite-sensed
value
paredto2.8gC m-2 d-• forcase3band2.7gC m-2 d-1 for of 1.87 /xgchl L -l (Table4). The simulatedchlorophyll
case 1.

Table 3 shows that for case 3a, at the end of the model,
20.6% of the particulate nitrogen produced from the up-

welled nitrate remainsin the euphoticzone, 78.6% has been
lost horizontally, and 0.8% has sunk out. The phytoplankton

have utilized 8.6% of the upwellednitrate, comparedto 9.1%
from case 1. In case 3b, 21.2% of the synthesizedchlorophyll

is in the euphoticzone of the model after 10 days, 78.3% is
lost horizontally, and only 0.5% is lost to sinking, while the
phytoplanktonhave used8.6% of the upwellednitrate. Case
3a has a sinking loss which amounts to 125% of that of case
1, compared to 86% for case 3b.

Case 4 (Case 4a, Po, No = 2 x Pi, N/init;Case 4b, Po,
N O = 1/2 x Pi, N/init;in EuphoticZone)

Boundary conditionsfor case 1 equate initial chlorophyll
and nitrate fields in the euphotic zone of the model to those
outsidethe eddy. Case 4 examinesthe effect of varying the
external chlorophylland nitrate fieldsby doublingor halving
those of case 1. Case 4a, where the external fields are twice
the internal initial fields, should be affected by a decrease in
the horizontal

concentrationsin the near-surface region of the model thus
match well the satellite-derived pigment values from the
eddy on April 13.
The April 17 image of eddy 1 places the head of the eddy
at --•31.8øN(see Plate 2). Satellite-sensedpigment values in

the regionof interestare now --•1.5-2.0/xgL -l. At this
location the eddy is perhaps --•10 days old. The model for
day 10 gives a satellite-sensedchlorophyll concentration of

2.53 /xgL -l at noon(Table4). Onceagainthe simulated
phytoplankton stocks are similar to the satellite observations.

Ship. Eddy 3 (see Figure 8a, the large eddy) was not
sampledin the region which this model seeksto reproduce.
Yoder et al. [1981] estimate, however, that the surface 1

L -1 isoplethextendedsomedistancenorthwardof the
measured
region.Withalongshore
velocities
of 35kmd-•
the eddy would have been --•9-10 days old between --•31.15ø
and --•31.5øN, where the model yields surface chlorophyll

concentrations
of 1.5-2.4/xgL -l (Table4).
Eddy 4 (see Figure 8a for the small southernchlorophyll

signature
of 0.5 /xgL -l) providesa directcomparison
of

loss term. Case 4b instead sets the external

shipboardand simulatedchlorophyllstocksby assumingthat
the leadingregion of this eddy is 3 days old; that is, it was at
chlorophyll
stockforcase4ais 82.5mgchlm-2, compared 29øN after formation at 28øN and propagationnorthward at
fields to 0.5 the internal fields. The maximum integrated

with68.7mgchlm-2 for case4b and72.6mgchl m-2 for 35 km d-1. The measuredsurfacechlorophyllconcentracase 1. This is as expected, since case 4a retains more tionsare --•0.3-0.5/xg L -I [Yoderet al., 1981],which
favorably
withthemodelresultsof 0.2/xgL -l at
chlorophylland case4b retains lessthan case 1 owing to the compare
difference in horizontal loss terms.
0600LT and 0.4 /xg L -• at 1800LT on day 3 of the
The vertical loss terms follow the same pattern. Case 4a
resultsin 1.8 mg chl sinkingout of the euphotic zone over 10
days, while case 4b loses 1.0 mg chl (see Table 3), compared
with the case 1 loss of 1.3 mg chl. As a result, the average

simulation (Table 4).

for case 4b.

over April 20-22 so that by April 27 the eddy would be

The ageof eddy 4 upon its arrival near stationsoccupiedat
30.5øN is estimated to be --•7 days. The model yields a

depth-integrated
primaryproduction
of 0.9 g C m-2 d
at 0600LT) thatincreases
to 1.2g C m-2
primaryproductivity
for case4a is 1.0g C m-2 d-•, since afterday6 (ending
Yoderet al.
the euphotic zone retains more chlorophyll than in case 1. d-1 by 1800LT onday7; by wayof comparison,
measured
a primaryproductivity
of--•l.1g C m-2 d
Case 4b has a lower averageprimary productivity of 0.8 g C [1983]
m-2 d-1. The maximumintegrated
primaryproductivitiesfor eddy 4 at 30.5øN on April 27, 1979 (see Figure 8b and
fromthesetwo casesbracketthat of case1 (2.7 g C m-2 Table 4). It should be noted, however, that the eddy was
d-l), with3.0g C m-2 d-l for case4aand2.6g C m-2 d-l assumedto be approximately 3 days old when measured
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Comparison of Measured Data With Model Results
Measured

Source

Data

Eddy Northern Approximate
Number Extent Eddy Age, days

Satellite, April 13

1

30.3øN

6-7

Satellite, April 17

1

31.8øN

10

Shipboard data (est),
April 22
Shipboarddata, April

3

-•31.15øN

9-10

Case 1 Results

Data

0.75-1.5/xgchlL -1

Eddy Age,
days

Data

6-7

1.38-1.87/xg
chlL -1
(noon)

1.5-2.0ttgchlL -•

10

2.53ttgchlL -l
(noon)

--•31.5øN

4

29øN

9-10

1.5-2.4/xgchl L -•

3

0.2-0.4ttgchlL -•

7

0.9-1.2g C m-2 d-1
2.0 x 10-2-2.9x 10-2
g chl m-2
2.25-2.35
g NO3-N
-2

(surface)

3

20-22

Production station,
April 27

-•1 /xgchlL -l

0.3-0.5ttgchlL -•
(surface)

4

30.5øN

7

1.1g C m-2 d-•
2 x 10-2 g chlm-2

2.1g NO3-N m-2

(0600-1800 LT)

m

Est, estimated.

..8-10 days old; a storm had halted samplingon April 25 and inshore of the eddy center located approximately over the
26 [Yoder et al., 1983], with unknown consequencesfor the 200-m isobath[Yoder et al., 1983] may also contributeto this
chlorophyll and nitrate signaturesof the eddy. A peak in discrepancy. However, as the particular location of the
nitrate in the euphoticzone was observedon April 27 and measurementsin relation to the eddy center is uncertain, this
was followed the next day by a peak in chlorophyll (see is the only comparisonto be made.
Figure 8b), which would be consistentwith an upwelling
center leading the higher chlorophyll signaturethrough the
Discussion
study site.
Measurements of nitrate and chlorophyll stocks taken
This model, while simulating certain observed data to a
from eddy 4 at 30.5øN on April 27 can also be comparedto degree,doeshave its problems.The physicalmodel doesnot
the model. The integrated chlorophyll of the modeled eu- incorporate realistic bottom topography, such as the diverphoticzonerangesfrom2.02 x 10-2 to 2.86x 10-2 g m-2 gence of isobaths north of Cape Canaveral, which has an
on c•ay7 and comparesfavorably with the measuredvalue of effect on the flow field [Blanton et al., 1981]. The physical
--2 x 10-2 g chlm-2 (seeFigure8b,April27,andTable4). model also overestimatestransport through the domain, the
Modeled nitrate concentrationsover the euphoticzone range formulationfor this, as mentionedpreviously, being chosen
from2.25to 2.35g NO3-Nm-2 overthesameperiodand to match that observed farther north, resulting in an unrealalsoapproximate
themeasured
valueof .*2.1g NO3-Nm-2 istic temperature field and thus an unrealistic nitrate field,
(see Figure 8b, April 27, and Table 4).
leadingto (6). The modelededdy is also farther offshorethan
If one decomposesthe depth integralsinto vertical distri- is observed.
butions of nitrate and chlorophyll, however, some of the
The biologicalmodel has, by the assumptionsused in its
model's fidelity to the real world is lost. The nutricline, construction, inherently neglected any algal groups other
where nitrate concentrations

increase from near 0.0 to .*5

than diatoms and the associated different

nitrate utilization

/aM within a depth range of 10 to 15 m, beginsat .* 15 m in
the sea (see Figure 8c, April 27); the model nutricline is not
as sharply defined by days 7 and 8, which bracket the
assumedage of the eddy upon reaching30.5øN on April 27.
The model results in NO 3 concentrationsranging in an
almostlinear manner from - 1.0/aM at the surfaceto •-9/aM
at .*50 m. This discrepancymay be attributable to mixing
causedby the stormof April 25 and 26 or to differencesin the
real and simulated upwelling velocities.
The measured vertical distribution of chlorophyll is likewise not reproduced as well by the model. The modeled
chlorophyllprofile has maxima near the surfaceof 1.1/xg chl

rates of these ignoredassemblages.However, becauseof the
preponderanceof diatoms in the algal samples taken, this
was seenas a justifiable omission.The biologicalmodel also
uses the divergence of the vertical flow field to estimate
horizontal lossesand thus neglects diffusive lossesfrom the

L -• at thebeginning
of day7 and1.4/xgchlL -1 bytheend

whereas those measured

of the dark period; the simulatedsubsurfacephytoplankton
biomass decreases to .* 10% of the maximum at 25 m. This is

in contrast to the more uniform chlorophyll distribution of

..1.0/xg chl L -• measured
afterthe storm(seeFigure8c,
April 27). The fact that the modeled column is taken at the
center of the upwellingfield, whereasthe measureddata are

domain.

Comparison with gathered data and satellite images also
dependsupon estimationsof the speedand thus the age of
the modeled eddy and of the location within the eddy with
which we compare our modeled column. This is especially
apparent when comparing the vertical profiles with those
measured:the modeledprofiles were over the 800-m isobath,
were inshore of the 100-m isobath.

Case 1 of our simple, quasi-one-dimensionalmodel provides a reasonably good match to data obtained from both
the satellite overpassesand shipboard measurements.The
poor fidelity of case2 also supportsour reasoningfor a single
limiting factor (rather than multiplicative factors) for the
assessmentof the primary productionof successionalstages
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of the phytoplankton community. The case 3 and case 4
results attest to the robustness

of the model under various

sinking parameterizations and boundary conditions for the
upwelled center of a cyclonic eddy.
As one proceeds away from the upwelled center, other
factors become operative, however. Yoder [1985] noted that
the speciescompositionsof eddies south of the Charleston
Bump may be related to the coastal phytoplankton assemblage. The image of April 13, 1979(Plate 1), appearsto show
a connectionbetween the chlorophyll field of the shelf and
that of eddy 1 such that eddies within the southern half of the
SAB may be seeded laterally by coastal phytoplankton
populations. It should also be noted, however, that this
apparent connectionmay result from onshoreflow of eddy
phytoplanktonif the flow field is as envisionedby Pietrafesa
et al. [1985].

Similarly, the variation in the sinkingrates did not provide
large differences in vertical carbon fluxes within a region of
positive vertical velocity. The downwelling center at the
southernend of the eddy (see Figure 2), however, may act as
a conduit of particulate carbon and nitrogen as well as of
unutilized nitrate to bottom waters and the slope sediment.
This mechanism may be partly responsible for both high
carbon fluxes trapped at depths greater than 1000 m [Hinga
et al., 1979] and the > 1% dry weight carbon concentration
found within SAB slope sediments[Hathaway, 1971].
The results of our quasi-one-dimensionaltime-dependent
biologicalmodel suggestthat the new productionat the head
of a cyclonic eddy may be equivalent to the total primary
production of this area. Understanding what fraction of the
primary production over an entire eddy is new production
and the amounts and fates of the nitrogen and carbon fluxes
requires an extension of this model to all four (x, y, z, t)
dimensions.A three-dimensional,time-dependentbiological
model coupled to the existing physical model would certainly provide a better understanding of (1) the ecological
consequencesof the trailing downwelling region of an eddy
and (2) the importance of horizontal boundary conditionsat
the shelf edge. However, sincevalidation data in the vertical
dimension are rare compared to satellite assessmentsof
surface features, we chose to begin at the eddy center.
As a means of understanding the dynamics of just the
upwellingcomponentof the ecosystem,our two-dimensional
(z, t) calculation is sutficient to give an idea of the relative
importance of various processes;away from the eddy center, where physical factors predominate, we expect the
biological processesto become more effective.
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